The base pair specific DNA binding fluorochromes, chromomycin A 3 (CMA), distamycin A (DA) and 4'-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPi), can be used for differentiation of the centromeric regions in pig chromosomes. All bi-armed chromosomes are strongly stained in the centromere by the G-C specific chromomycin A 3 . The A-T specific DA-DAPi staining procedure shows brilliant fluorescence on the centromeres of all one-armed chromosomes. In the pig, chromosome 1 is a large submetacentric and chromosome 16 a small acrocentric chromosome. A centromeric heterochromatin exchange can be demonstrated in a reciprocal 1/16 translocation in the pig. The A-T rich centromeric heterochromatin of the chromosome 16 is translocated to the large arm of chromosome 1 while the G-C rich centromere, together with the short arm of chromosome 1, is attached to the chromosome 16, forming a new medium sized metacentric chromosome with a G-C rich centromere. The sequential CMA/DA/DAPi stain demonstrates well the balance of this reciprocal translocation. This stain permits demonstration of heterochromatin exchange and total conservation of the centromeric regions. In contrast, DAPi-stain gives no information about the exact break and reunion situations in this case.
I. Introduction
In German Landrace pigs a new balanced autosomal reciprocal translocation was reported (F6 RSTER et al., 1981) . The short arm of chromosome 1 was broken near or in the centromere and attached to the centromere of the acrocentric chromosome 16. In the pig, centromeric heterochromatin is different between bi-armed and uni-armed chromosomes. JoRCErrsErt et al. (1978) reported a strong affinity of the !r-C specific fluorochromes olivomycin, chromomycin A 3 and mithramycin to all centromeres of the bi-armed chromosomes in pigs. S CHNE D L et al. (1981) fig. 1) . The metaphase was photographed first for the G-C specific chromomycin A 3 -R-band with the E3 or H2 filter and then after changing the filter from E3 to A, for the specific DA-DAPi pattern . In this translocation the usual staining methods show only breakpoints near or in the centromere regions of the chromosome 1 and 16. Therefore no differentiation is possible between a centromere-fission-fusion procedure, forming a dicentric chromosome of minute centromeric fragments, or a reciprocal translocation event. However, the base pair specific CMA/DA/DAPi tristain demonstrates a centromeric heterochromatin exchange ( fig. 2) 
